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“Are Any TikTok-Famous Restaurants In NYC Actually Good?”
In this edition of our restaurant advice column Dear Hannah, find out
whether any spots that are popular on TikTok are worth visiting IRL.
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Dear Hannah,

“What’s the deal with TikTok restaurants? Are any of them actually good?”

Love,

Extremely Online

Hi Extremely Online,
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You can find me glued to TikTok every weeknight from 10:30pm-10:59pm. On the off chance I’m
able to peel myself away from the app earlier, it’s only because my hand has started to fall
asleep or I heard a voice in my head that sounds a little like Malala saying: “Do something with
your life, idiot.” Sure, this ritualized scrolling time might just be the mental-health equivalent of
slowly sipping on Clorox. I do it anyway. It’s fun.

Other than videos of goats or hit-or-miss millennial WFH humor, much of my TikTok feed is
dedicated to NYC restaurant recommendations. To be clear, the superficiality of NYC restaurant
TikTok annoys me, since it’s difficult to showcase what makes a restaurant special in less than 30
seconds. Another TikTok annoyance: a lot of the people seem to care about style and hype over
substance. And that's a weird way to choose where to eat dinner.

I’d be lying, though, if I said I wasn’t fascinated by which spots gain traction on the platform.
More and more people seem to be using the app to find new restaurants, and there are 34.3M
views alone associated with the TikTok search term “restaurants in Manhattan.” The woman
who cuts my hair is responsible for at least 1,000 of those views. And so am I.

So what makes a restaurant famous on TikTok? Places that have a clear aesthetic—like an Italian
cafe that’s completely pink from floor to ceiling—typically garner coverage. TikTok restaurants
are also usually known for one or two things, whether that’s a bottomless brunch deal, a
shawarma tower, or a rooftop carousel near Times Square where you can drink grapefruit
tequila out of IV bags. Lastly, spots on TikTok flourish when they have an exclusivity factor.
Sharing an experience at a restaurant that’s hard to get into–the Carbones of the world–gives a
TikTok creator clout. And clout runs the internet.

If you come across a restaurant on TikTok, it’s likely going to look like a stupid place to spend
your money. And some of them are as unthinkably dumb in person as they appear online. But
what if, under that distorted Sex & The City theme song and monotone text-to-speech narration,
there’s a TikTok-famous restaurant worth seeking out in real life? Find my verdicts below on this
non-exhaustive list of TikTok restaurants in NYC.

The Tik Tok Spots

Skirt Steak

French Chelsea

$$

Perfect for: Dining Solo, Eating at the Bar, Kids

Verdict: An unabashedly-gimmicky restaurant with a $28 prix-fixe deal. It's pretty great.

A server at this recently-opened steak spot in Chelsea told me the restaurant had to double the
number of staff on the floor since the place blew up on TikTok in December 2021. So if anyone
is feeling skeptical about the influence TikTok can have on IRL dining experiences, take them to
6th Avenue and point out the 50-person deep Skirt Steak line–which begins to form around
4:15pm every day. Like the now-closed Ikinari Steak or Le Relais de Venise L'Entrecôte, Skirt
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Steak pretty much only serves one thing. (Guess what it is.) For $28, you get a salad, sliced skirt
steak (cooked rare, medium, or well-done), and unlimited French fries. There are no
reservations available and no ordering decisions to be made here, aside from whether you want
to add drinks, a couple sides (like some very good garlic bread and cauliflower gratin), or dessert
from a roving cart. Some people aren’t going to want to wait 45 minutes on a sidewalk to eat
skirt steak with peppercorn béarnaise and unlimited fries. That’s a reasonable stance. But if
you’re at least a little bit curious about an unabashedly-gimmicky restaurant with a $28 prix-fixe
deal, you’ll love it here. The food is not only edible, it’s pretty freakin’ good.


